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Allogeneic hematopoietic SCT for adults AML using i.v. BU
in the conditioning regimen: outcomes and risk factors for the
occurrence of hepatic sinusoidal obstructive syndrome
A Nagler1, M Labopin2, R Berger1, D Bunjes3, A Campos4, G Socié5, N Kröger6, H Goker7, I Yakoub-Agha8, A Shimoni1,
M Mohty2 and V Rocha9

I.v. BU is frequently used in the conditioning regimen prior to allogeneic hematopoietic SCT (allo-HSCT); however, overall outcomes,
incidence of hepatic sinusoidal obstructive syndrome (SOS) and its risk factors are not well known. With this aim, we performed a
study on 257 AML adult recipients. Seattle Criteria were used for diagnosis and classification of SOS. The median age was 44 years.
Donors were HLA-identical siblings in 60%, HLA-matched unrelated in 29% and HLA mismatched in 11%. Conditioning regimen was
myeloablative in 84% (i.v. BU with CY was the most frequently used regimen) and it was reduced intensity in 16% (i.v. BU associated
with fludarabine). Acute and chronic GVHD was observed in 28% and 44%, respectively. Two-year incidence of non-relapse
mortality was 16±2% and 2-year leukemia-free survival for patients in CR1, CR2 and non remission at HSCT were 55±4%, 58±7%,
and 20±5%, respectively. At 6 months, incidence of SOS was 7.8±2%; and it was severe in eight patients (3%). Factors associated
with the occurrence of SOS were: HLA-mismatched donor HSCT (P¼ 0.002) and patients transplanted in non-remission (P¼ 0.002).
In conclusion, outcomes of HSCT using i.v. BU are encouraging in this setting, SOS incidence is low and it is influenced by the type
of donor and disease status at the time of transplant.
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INTRODUCTION
Allogeneic hematopoietic SCT (allo-HSCT) is a potentially curative
treatment for a wide range of hematologic malignancies but is
associated with a high risk of treatment-related complications.1,2

BU is an alkylating agent that has been used since the 1950s.
Currently, high-dose BU combined with CY is one of the most
frequently used chemotherapeutic agents in preparative
chemotherapy combination regimens for patients with AML. It
can serve as an alternative to TBI in patients undergoing HSCT for
various malignant and nonmalignant diseases.3–6

Oral BU has an erratic and unpredictable absorption with wide
inter- and also intra-patient pharmacokinetic (PK) variability.6 A
high area under the curve for BU plasma concentration vs time is
associated with a high risk of regimen-related toxicity and, in
particular, venoocclusive disease (VOD) of the liver4,7–9 (more
recently called sinusoidal obstructive syndrome (SOS)) and non-
relapse mortality (NRM). Conversely, low BU concentrations are
associated with a higher risk of graft rejection3,4,10,11 and leukemia
relapse.11 Monitoring of BU levels and dose adjustments can allow
better control of the dose administered and reduction of these
risks, yet in many patients, this cannot be easily achieved.6,8,12,13

I.v. BU has been introduced into clinical use14–18 and its main
advantage over oral BU is that the former can be easily
administered to patients. Also it has been reported to decrease

the incidence of hepatic SOS compared with oral BU, therefore
decreasing morbidity and mortality after allo-HSCT.15,19–23

The pathogenesis of SOS is thought to involve chemotherapy and
radiation-induced damage to the sinusoidal endothelium, resulting
in endothelial injury, microthrombosis, subendothelial damage and
cytokine activation.24,25 Severe SOS is typically associated with
multi-organ failure and high mortality.25 Some well-established risk
factors are younger age, hepatic inflammation, previous abdominal
irradiation, hepatic fibrosis or cirrhosis, myeloablation, use of
gemtuzumab ozogamicin, alternative donor transplantation and
advanced status of the disease at the time of transplant.19,26

However those factors were mainly observed in series of HSCT
recipients after using TBI or oral BU in the conditioning regimen.27–30

In fact, incidence and risk factor analysis for SOS after conditioning
regimes containing i.v. BU has not been described in a large and
homogenous group of patients. With this aim and also to study
overall outcomes of using i.v. BU, we have analyzed 257 allo-HSCT
recipients with AML using i.v. BU in the conditioning regimen.

PATIENTS AND METHODS
Data collection, inclusion criteria and definitions
European Blood and Marrow Transplant is a voluntary working group of
605 transplant centers. Participating centers are required to report all
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transplantations, consecutively and the compliance is monitored by on-site
audits. Inclusion was based on the following criteria: confirmed diagnosis of
AML; age X18 years; transplants performed between 2000 and 2005 and
conditioning regimen containing i.v. BU. HLA-matched unrelated donors
were defined with no difference at HLA-A, -B, -C and -DRB1 (8/8), all others
were considered HLA mismatched. A specific questionnaire was used to
collect dose of i.v. BU, and the European Blood and Marrow Transplant
questionnaire was built using the definition of SOS based on the Seattle
criteria (definition described below). For the patients with SOS according to
the Seattle criteria, a questionnaire was sent with the aim to classify the
patients according to Baltimore criteria (definition below). The transplant
centers were asked to meet the following definition of SOS: a diagnosis of
SOS was made when at least two of the following events developed within
100 days of transplantation—sudden weight gain (2% of baseline body
weight, defined as the weight preceding the first dose of BU),
hyperbilirubinemia (total serum bilirubin X2mg/dL or 434mmol/L) and
hepatomegaly or right upper quadrant pain of hepatic orgin.19 The signs
and symptoms must have developed in the absence of other explanations.
SOS was scored as mild, moderate or severe on the basis of previously
published criteria.24 Patients classified as having mild SOS had transient
jaundice and weight gain that caused no apparent adverse effects and
were not treated. Patients classified as having moderate SOS had fluid
retention requiring diuretics or liver pain requiring analgesics, but signs and
symptoms of SOS were completely reversible by day 100 post
transplantation; that is, total serum bilirubin returned to 2mg/dL and
weight returned to baseline. Patients classified as having severe SOS had
jaundice and fluid retention that was not reversible before death or by day
100 post transplantation. As described by Richardson et al.,31 severe SOS
was also defined when SOS progressed to multi-organ failure. Baltimore
criteria was also used retrospectively to classify patients with SOS. Baltimore
criteria was defined as having hyperbilirubinemia (total serum bilirubin
42mg/dL or 434mmol/L), plus two or more of the following: painful
hepatomegaly, ascites or weight gain (45% of baseline body weight).

Other end points definitions
Other outcomes studied were: (i) NRM, defined as all causes of
nonleukemic deaths; (ii) relapse incidence was defined on the basis of
morphological evidence of leukemia in BM or other extramedullary organs;
(iii) leukemia-free survival (LFS) was defined as time interval between the
transplant and the first event (either relapse or death in CR); and (iv) OS.

Statistical analysis
Cumulative incidence curves were used to estimate SOS, NRM, relapse
incidence considering death without SOS, relapse or progression as
competing events and Gray test was used for comparisons.32 Probabilities
of OS and LFS used the Kaplan–Meier estimate.33 The log-rank test was used
for univariate comparisons for the variables considered. Variables
considered to study risk factors for SOS were: recipient age at time of
transplantation, donor characteristics (type, age, gender and gender
compatibility, HLA compatibility, CMV serology before transplant),
transplant characteristics (type of conditioning regimen, dose of i.v. BU,
use of antithymocyte globulin, year of transplant, disease status at the time
of transplant, source of stem cells). All factors found to influence the
outcomes in univariate analysis with a P-value o0.10 were included in
the multivariate model. The influence of SOS on NRM, OS and LFS was
analyzed as a time-dependent covariate. All tests were two sided. Statistical
analysis was performed using SPSS software (Version 18.0, SPSS, Chicago, IL,
USA) and R package 2.7.1 (R Development Core Team, Vienna, Austria).

RESULTS
Patients’ characteristics
Data of 257 adult AML patients undergoing i.v. BU-based
conditioning before allo-HSCT are reported. The main clinical
characteristics of the patients are reported in Table 1. The median
age was 44 years (17–67), 53% of the patients were male and the
median transplant year was 2004 (2000–2005). In all, 134 patients
(52%) were transplanted in CR1, 48 (18%) in CR2 and two (1%) in
CR3 and the remaining 30% in non-remission. Intermediate-risk
AML was observed in 77% of patients (as per cytogenetic criteria),
whereas 11% and 12% had good risk and poor risk disease,
respectively. Median follow-up was 26 months (range 1–70

months). Conditioning regimen was myeloablative chemotherapy
(MAC) in 84% and reduced-intensity conditioning (RIC) in 16% of
the allo-HSCT. Of MAC-treated patients (considering the dose of
i.v. BU more than 6.4mg/kg), conditioning regimen consisted of
i.v. BU and CY in 64%, 10% received BU and CY together with VP16
and 26% of the patients were treated with i.v. BU and fludarabine.
The median total i.v. BU dose in the MAC was 12.6mg/kg (range:
6.4–15). Almost all the allo-HSCT patients (93%) receiving RIC
conditioning were treated with BU and fludarabine regimen. The
median total i.v. BU dose in RIC was (5.9mg/kg). Donors were 60%
HLA-identical siblings, 29% matched unrelated, 10% mismatched

Table 1. Patient, disease, donor and transplantation characteristics

No. of patients n¼ 257

Median patient age (range) 44 years (17–67)
Patient gender
Male 153 (53%)

Median year of HSCT 2004 (2000–2005)

Status of transplantation n (%):
CR1 134 (52%)
CR2 48 (18%)
Advanced phase 75 (30%)

Median WBC at diagnosis (109/L) 12.1 (0.4–536)

Cytogenetics risk n (%):
Good 21 (11%)
Intermediate 148 (77%)
Poor 25 (12%)

Donor type n (%):
HLA-identical sibling 153 (60%)
HLA-mismatched related donor 2 (1%)
HLA-matched unrelated donor 75 (29%)
HLA-mismatched unrelated donor 27 (10%)

Stem cell source n (%):
BM 46 (18%)
Peripheral blood 206 (80%)
Cord blood 5 (2%)

Median donor age (range) 39 years (1–75)

Donor gender
Male 142 (56%)
Female to Male 55 (22%)

Positive CMV serology prior HSCT:
Recipient’s 188 (75%)
Donor’s 149 (62%)

GVHD prophylaxis, n (%):
CsAþMTX 107 (42%)
CsAþMMF 11 (4%)
T-cell depletion in vivo 89 (35%)
T-cell depletion in vitro 41 (15%)
Unknown 10 (4%)

Conditioning regimen:
Myeloablative 216 (84%)
I.v. BUCY 138 (64%)
I.v. BUCYþ VP16 23 (10%)
I.v. BUFLU 55 (26%)

Reduced intensity 41 (16%)
I.v. BUFLU 38 (93%)
I.v. BUCY 3 (7%)

Abbreviations: I.v. BUCY¼ intravenous busulfanþ cyclophosphamide; I.v.
BUFLU¼ intravenous busulfanþ fludarabine; MAC¼myeloablative;
MMF¼mycophenolate mofetil; PB¼ Peripheral blood; RIC¼ reduced-
intensity conditioning; VP16¼ ectoposide.
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unrelated and in 1% of the cases a mismatched relative donors.
The GVHD prophylaxis consisted of CSA and MTX in 42% of
transplants.

SOS incidence, risk factors and influence on outcomes
Cumulative incidence of hepatic SOS (using Seattle criteria) at 6
months was 7.8±2% (n¼ 20 patients). All 20 patients had
bilirubinX2mg/dL (orX34mmol/L), 11 had right upper quadrant
pain, six had hepatomegaly confirmed by ultrasound, three
patients had hepatomegaly without pain, and all patients had
unexplained weight gain of (42% basal weight).
Previously, mylotarg was not given to patients presenting SOS.

Baltimore criteria were available in 17 of the 20 patients, and using
these criteria, 12 patients had SOS. Cumulative incidence of SOS
using the Baltimore criteria was 5%. As this was a retrospective
assignment, all data pertaining to SOS are based on Seattle
criteria. Median day of diagnosis of SOS was 11 days (range, 5–62).
Severe SOS was observed in eight out of 20 patients (40%) and an
overall SOS-associated mortality rate of 15%, and 38% within the
group of patients with severe SOS. Interestingly, seven of the eight
patients with severe VOD were treated with supportive care only,
of whom five patients survived.
According to Richardson’s criteria of severity, three patients had

severe SOS and died of multi organ failure. However using Seattle
criteria, eight patients had severe SOS, and only one patient was
alive after treatment with defibrotide.
Interestingly, six patients developed SOS after day 21, four

patients received MAC regimen and two patients received RIC
(both used fludarabine associated to i.v. BU). In univariate analysis
(Table 2), SOS was more frequently diagnosed in patients who
received a transplant from donors other than HLA-matched
siblings (P¼ 0.004). It was also associated with advanced disease
status at the time of transplantation: it was 4.4% in patients
transplanted in remission compared with 16.3% in those
transplanted with primary refractory disease or relapse
(P¼ 0.001). The incidence of SOS following MAC was not
statistically higher after receiving RIC (P¼ 0.42). In multivariate
analyses, factors associated with SOS were: HLA-mismatched
donors (Hazard ratio (HR): 6.25; 95% confidence interval (CI): 1.99–
16.6; P¼ 0.002) (Table 3) and patients transplanted in non
remission (HR: 4; 95% CI: 1.69–10; P¼ 0.002). The occurrence of

SOS as a time-dependent covariate in a multivariate analysis was
associated with higher NRM (HR: 3.3; 95% CI: 1.16–9.44; P¼ 0.03)
but not with OS (P¼ 0.94)

Other outcomes
Engraftment and graft-vs host disease. The median days for
neutrophil recovery 40.5� 109/L and platelet recovery
420� 109/L was 14 days4–45 and 15 days (8–383), respectively.
Full donor chimerism was observed in 70% of the transplanted
patients and 28.3% had mixed chimerism.
Overall, 119 patients suffered of acute GVHD. Seventy one

patients (28%) had Grade II–IV GVHD without significant
differences between the donor graft characteristics. Out of 221
patients who were alive at day 100, 98 patients (44%) had chronic
GVHD. Altogether, the 2-year cumulative incidence of chronic
GVHD was 37±3%.

Relapse incidence and LFS. LFS for patients transplanted at CR1
and CR2 was 55±4% and 58±7%, respectively and it was 20±5%
for patients in advanced disease. Relapse incidence for patients
transplanted at CR1 and CR2 was 28±4% and 22±6%,
respectively and it was 68±6% for patients in advanced disease.
There were no differences in outcomes according to conditioning
regimen (Table 4).

NRM, OS and causes of death. Overall, 2-year cumulative
incidence of NRM was 17±3% and 20±6% for patients

Table 2. Risk factors and CI at 1 year of hepatic SOS after HSCT using
i.v. BU in the conditioning regimen

n (%) 1-year CI (%)±s.d. P-value

1-year CI 8.4±2%
By conditioning
MAC 18/208 (9%) 8.4±2 0.42
RIC 2/49 (4%) 5±3

By transplant
HLA-Sib 6/153 (4%) 3.9±1 0.004
HLA-MUD 8/75 (11%) 10.8±4
HLA-MMUD 6/29 (21%) 21.4±8

By status
CR1 4/146 (3%) CR: 4.4±1 0.001
CR42 4/48 (8%)
Relapse 7/48 (15%) No CR: 16.3±4
Primary refractory 5/26 (19%)

Abbreviations: CI¼ cumulative incidence; Id Sib¼ Identical siblings;
MAC¼myeloablative chemotherapy; MMUD¼mismatched unrelated
donor; MUD¼matched unrelated donor; RIC¼ reduced-intensity
conditioning.

Table 3. Multivariate analysis for SOS

HR 95% CI P-value

MUD vs MSD 2.49 0.87–7.16 0.9
MUD vs MMUD 6.25 1.99–19.6 0.002
No CR vs CR 4 0.69–10 0.002

Abbreviations: CI¼ confidential interval; HR¼hazard ratio; MAC¼
myeloablative; MMUD¼mismatched unrelated donor; MUD¼matched
unrelated donor; RIC¼ reduced-intensity conditioning.

Table 4. Overall results: 2-year cumulative incidence of NRM, RI and
probability of LFS in 269 patients with AML according to disease
status, type of conditioning regimen and donor type

100-day
NRM±s.d.

(%)

2-year
NRM±s.d.

(%)

2-year
RI±s.d.
(%)

2-year
LFS±s.d.

(%)

All patients 5±1 16±2 38±3 46±3
Status at allo-HSCT
CR1 4±2 17±3 28±4 54±4
CR2 9±1 20±6 22±6 58±7
Advanced 4±2 12±4 68±6 20±5

By conditioning
MAC 6±2 16±3 38±3 46±3
RIC 0 15±6 43±8 42±8

By donor
Id Sib 3±2 16±4 34±4 49±4
HLA-MUD 7±2 11±4 49±8 40±6
HLA-MM 7±5 26±9 34±10 39±10

Abbreviations: Allo-HSCT¼Allogeneic hematopoietic SCT; Id Sib¼
Identical siblings; MAC¼myeloablative; MM¼Mismatch (either related
or unrelated); MUD¼matched unrelated donor; NRM¼ non relapse
mortality; RI¼ relapse incidence; RIC¼ reduced-intensity conditioning.
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transplanted at CR1 and CR2, respectively, and it was 12±4% for
patients in advanced disease. With median follow-up of
26 months (range, 3–70), 51% of the patients were alive with
45% of the patients in CR, whereas 49% (125 patients) had died.
Out of the patients who died, 72 patients (59%) had disease
relapse, 21 patients (17%) died of GVHD and 14% died of
posttreatment infections. Death related to organ toxicity was
observed in 13 patients (10%) including SOS in three patients,
cardiac toxicity and interstitial pneumonitis.

DISCUSSION
In this study we aimed to assess the incidence and risk factors for
SOS and to make a survey on the outcomes of 257 AML patients
who underwent allo-HSCT using i.v. BU-based conditioning.
Our results demonstrate a low incidence of hepatic SOS

compared with previous reports pertaining to oral BU.27–29 One
could argue that we have used the Seattle classification of SOS
instead of the Baltimore classification that is more appropriate for
adults. However, our study is a multicenter-based registry analysis
and Seattle criteria were previously established in the
questionnaire forms. We have revised the Baltimore criteria
in the 17 out of 20 patients who had SOS and in fact SOS was
observed in 12 patients, representing a cumulative incidence of
5%. The difference in the incidence of SOS between Seattle and
Baltimore criteria was recently described by Carreras E et al.,19 who
have found a cumulative incidence for SOS of 13.8% and 8.8%
using the Seattle and the Baltimore diagnostic criteria, respectively
in 845 allo-HSCTs over a period of 24 years. The limitations of
this study are the use of Seattle criteria and performing a
multicenter retrospective analysis. However, our findings that
HLA-mismatched donor HSCT and patients transplanted in non-
remission are similar to factors associated with SOS after allo-HSCT
with other pre-HSCT conditioning regimen.
Toxicity of the preparative regimen is a major limiting factor in

HSCT. Regimens using only chemotherapy, instead of irradiation-
based regimens, have been developed to minimize these
toxicities. Nevertheless, early toxicities are an important problem
with BU-containing regimens in particular, in SOS of the liver.4,7–9

Therefore, the benefit of allo-HSCT therapy for treating AML is
offset by high rates of organ toxicities and patients’ morbidity. In
1991, Morgan et al.30 analyzed the pretransplant conditioning-
related toxicity in 233 patients transplanted for acute or chronic
leukemia with an HLA-identical sibling donor comparing the
toxicity of 67 patients that received the BU–CY preparation vs 166
patients that received TBI–CY conditioning. VOD appeared to
be higher in the BU–CY group (19% vs 13%, Po0.0005). There
was a trend toward a higher mortality from a nonleukemic cause
in the BU group.30

In contrast, i.v. BU has shown a more predictable PK and
favorable toxicity profile. Anderson et al.15 compared incidence of
VOD and VOD-related mortality with P.O. BU/CY (n¼ 61) vs i.v.
BU/CY (n¼ 30) conditioning regimens in heavily pretreated
patients. In multivariate analysis, it was demonstrated that the
use i.v. compared with oral BU was the strongest predictor for
VOD (33% vs 8%) and VOD-related mortality (20% vs 3.3%),
respectively (HR� 7.5%, 95% CI (2.1–27.2%); Po0.002). Day 100
OS was also significantly higher in the i.v. BU group vs the PO BU
group 13% vs 33%, respectively (Po0.02). We have to be
aware that some differences in the incidence of SOS observed
in the oral BU era could be in part due to the lack of knowledge
on the high-resolution matching between donors and recipients.
In our analysis, 11% of the transplants were HLA mismatched
and this group of patients had a higher incidence of SOS,
showing that HLA-mismatched transplant recipients are at a risk
of developing SOS.
Similar results were observed in a Center for International Blood

and Marrow Transplant Research study comparing i.v. BU/CY with

PO BU/CY conditioning regimens. Logistic regression analyses
showed that only the mode of BU administration was a significant
factor for the risk of VOD. I.v. BU was associated with a greatly
reduced risk (Po0.004).VOD incidence was 4.6% vs 20.3%
(Po0.001) and day 100 mortality was 8.7% vs 22.5%, in patients
treated with i.v. BU vs oral BU, respectively (Po0.015).34

This retrospective-based analysis revealed a SOS incidence of
7.8±2% (using Seattle criteria) and 5% (using Baltimore criteria)
with an incidence of severe SOS in eight out of 20 patients (40%)
and an overall SOS-associated mortality rate of 15%, and 38%
within the group of patients with severe SOS. Interestingly, seven
of eight patients with a severe VOD were treated with supportive
care only, of whom five survived. This is unusual as the overall
mortality in the pre-defibrotide era is over 80%. The survey data is
comparable with recent results despite unfavorable risk factors,
and SOS incidence was lower than what was reported with oral
BU, which is in line with previous publications. Advanced disease
status and mismatched transplants at HSCT were the main risk
factors for SOS (Po0.05). However, in spite of the low incidence of
SOS, its occurrence is still associated with higher mortality. It was
interesting to note that in spite of median days of onset of SOS at
11 days, there were six patients presenting late SOS (after
dayþ 21), as it has been described recently with i.v. BU.25

Hasegawa et al.26 reviewed 140 children with hematologic
malignancies that underwent allogeneic BMT to clarify the
incidence, onset time and risk factors for VOD of the liver.
Multivariate analysis showed that low serum albumin levels
(p3.7 g/dL) before the start of pretransplant conditioning and
donor mismatch (other than HLA-matched relatives) were most
significantly associated with the development of SOS.
Obviously, the occurrence of SOS in this population can also be

attributed to other concomitant hepatotoxic drugs like CY and
others.35,36 Similarly, genetic predisposition likely has some role in
the occurrence of SOS owing to the presence of pharmacogenetic
polymorphisms that will be associated with lower or increased
metabolism of chemotherapeutic drugs.37–39

In this retrospective-based registry analysis, we have also
reported the overall outcomes of 257 AML patients given a HSCT
with a conditioning regimen containing i.v. BU. The rate of severe
GVHD in our survey, considering the relatively large number of
unrelated and mismatched transplants (40%), seems reduced. This
was also suggested in other studies.21–23,40–42 Acute GVHD is related
in part to tissue injury and cytokine release,43,44 and limitation of
tissue injury with this regimen may have contributed to this
observation. However, severe acute GVHD remains a major obstacle
to transplant success and better methods for GVHD prevention with
preservation of antileukemic effects need to be explored.
The global 100-day NRM was remarkably low (5%), despite the

presence of patients transplanted with a graft from a mismatched
unrelated donor. These favorable results are confirmed at 2 years
with a NRM incidence of only 16%.
Disease recurrence remains the major cause of treatment

failure. The status of disease at the time of transplantation
was the major predictor for relapse. The 2-year projected relapse
risk ranged from 28% in early leukemia to 68% in refractory
advanced AML.
Altogether, the 2-year OS and LFS rates in this study were 53%

and 46%, respectively. These results despite the heterogeneity of
the patient group, including different type of conditioning regime,
type of donor and disease status the overall results using i.v. BU
are very encouraging. The improved outcome is probably related
to the more predictable PK and favorable toxicity profile related to
i.v. BU. Retrospective and prospective studies comparing out-
comes of conditioning regimens containing i.v. BU with TBI in
patients with acute leukemia are ongoing and will probably
provide sufficient data, showing decreased NRM using i.v. BU.
Another limitation of our study is the lack of PK of i.v. BU16,22,42

as there are many centers in Europe where BU levels are not
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measured. The lack of measurement could impact the outcomes.
However, because of the more predictable absorption and less
variability with i.v. BU14,15,18 the PK of i.v. BU and monitoring of
plasma levels are less crucial using i.v. BU vs oral BU. Recently, Veal
et al.45 reported that, in a pediatric population study in which PK
analyses on BU were performed, 87% of the i.v. BU patients
achieved values within the target of 900–1500 mM/min vs only 56%
of patients following oral BU. Nevertheless, it is remarkable that
the quoted literature, although mostly in very small uncontrolled
trials, showed a three–fivefold reduction of the incidence of SOS.
Considering the difference of 87% vs 56% incidence in reaching
target values, differences in the incidence of SOS need to be
viewed critically.
Finally, in view of our results, despite the fact that the use of i.v.

BU seems to reduce the SOS incidence, clinicians should be aware
of the importance of some risk factors with the aim to diagnose
promptly and use drugs like defibrotide in patients with a high risk
of developing SOS.34,46

In conclusion, in this registry-based study of AML patients
conditioned with i.v. BU-based regimens in a rather large cohort,
we were able to demonstrate low hepatic SOS incidence, while
risk factors being HLA-mismatched allogeneic transplantations
and not being in remission. However, relatively reduced rate of
hepatic SOS is still correlated with high mortality rates. Therefore,
preventive measures and prophylaxis are of major importance
regardless of the conditioning used.
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